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Recruitment of full-time Fed medical director
Our existing part-time medical director, Dr Paul Driscoll has led a period of rapid growth for the Federation.
We have now decided to recruit a dedicated full-time medical director (6-8 sessions).
The Medical Director leads a team including GP medical directors in our urgent care and primary care
services and consultants in our cardiology, diabetes and pain services. We also have a Chief Nurse and a
substantial governance function. The person will work as part of our experienced Executive team.
We believe the role will most suit a doctor with 5+ years of experience including some leadership and with
the energy to drive the organisation forward. We do not believe it can be combined with another senior role
or a GP partnership.
The package for 8 sessions is £150,000 (either salary or salary + pension) + indemnity or pro rate for 6
sessions.
The role will be advertised on NHS Jobs and in the BMJ. If you are interested in a conversation with Paul
or want to meet the Executive team, please contact David Pannell in the first instance (David.pannell@
suffolkfed.org.uk – 07801 216580).

Out of hours service has gone live

easier to work out of hours and improves safety.

After lots of hard work and some IT teething issues,
the Fed started managing the Suffolk out of hours
service on the evening of 24 April.

If you are interested in working in the service we
have training and induction sessions on 9/5 2pm
& 6.30pm, 10/5 9.30am an 2pm and 22/5 pm. To
attend please email teresa.hart@suffolkfed.org.uk

Approximately 75 staff have transferred from Care UK
to the Fed. The team is based at our new operations
room at Riverside.
We have been really pleased by the positive response
from clinicians. This includes those who have
traditionally worked out of hours and a large number
of new individuals. Feedback from the induction and
training has been excellent.
We are proud that we will be only the second out
of hours service in the country using SystmOne
(and with access to EMIS notes). Getting this up and
running has been a challenge but it makes it much
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Fed support for Primary Care Networks
A number of emerging PCNs have asked how
the Fed can help them. We have discussed this
with some networks and concluded PCNs should
have their own bank accounts and management
arrangements.
The main area we believe the Fed can provide
support is with the employment of pharmacists
(but not social prescribers). The Fed already has
a team of pharmacists and so can provide the
specific supervision and support set-out in the
DES. Obviously the Fed would be taking on the
employment liabilities.
The costs would be the actual salary of the
pharmacist and on-costs plus £5,000 per annum
for HR, supervision and governance to meet DES’
requirements.
In 2019/20 the PCN would pay one-off £2,000 for a
laptop (from Fed IT team) and each pharmacist’s
prescribing qualification (£2,500).
If any emerging PCN is interested in discussing this
please contact David.pannell@suffolkfed.org.uk –
07801 216580).
For the latest news from
Suffolk GP Federation ‘follow’
us on Twitter or
‘like’ our Facebook page

GP+ and ED Streaming
GP+ has now been running for over 3 years. In 2018/19 it offered 62,693 appointments up 3% from the
previous year.
The service remains convenient for our patients and now runs from 11 sites. These vary from seven
days a week services in Bury and Ipswich, to rural sites opening two evenings a week and Saturday
morning. Staffing is an issue at Mildenhall and Haverhill.
Appointment utilisation was 69%. Those not utilised were mainly Sunday appointments and rural
locations. These slots will be used by the Fed’s out of hours in future.
Patient feedback is very high with 81% likely or extremely likely to recommend the service. We
received only 6 complaints during the 2018 of which 4 were clinical. Of 93 incidents recorded during
the year only three were clinical.
ED Streaming offered 24,318 appointments last year. The service is dealing with around 8% of
ED attends at Ipswich. The appropriateness of patients streamed from ED is good with only 2.5%
subsequently returned. Utilisation is increasing at both our hospitals.
Again patient satisfaction is high with 80% likely or extremely likely to recommend the service.
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How Fed Board elections work
A number of members have asked how
the Fed Board is elected. Unfortunately,
it is rather complicated because the Fed’s
Members’ Agreement was drawn up many
years ago and reflects the old geography of
practice groupings.
We have eight GPs each representing a
locality. These are three West, one from
CIA (Felixstowe, Leiston, Saxmundham and
Aldeburgh), one DHG (Woodbridge and
surrounding area) and three from Ipswich.
There are two PMs from any member
practice.
Any GP on the Suffolk performers list
can stand (salaried, sessional & partner)
providing they work regularly in a practice
in the locality they are standing for.
Candidates self-nominate.
If the election is contested all GPs and PMs
from the whole Federation have one vote
(i.e. it is not limited just to GPs and PMs in
the locality).
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Recruitment of international GPs and
nurses requiring Visas
The Federation has become a Home Office
Tier 2 Visa Sponsor. This enables the Fed to
sponsor international GPs and practice nurses
who need a visa to work in the UK.
This is a really good opportunity to attract or
retain GPs and nurses who require a visa. A
major opportunity is the Suffolk VTS which
has many international trainees who might be
tempted to London as finding a visa sponsor
there is easier. We may also be able to attract
clinicians from elsewhere in the UK.
We will work with the Deanery, CCGs, LMC and
interested practices to develop an attractive
and comprehensive package of support to
clinicians requiring visas including trainees
post qualification. This will include visa
support and help settling in to live in Suffolk.
The Home Office rules are very strict and
there is lots of bureaucracy.

The Board are planning to review
these arrangements once the new PCN
geographies settle down.

Ipswich primary care mental health
service
The Fed is working with members of Ipswich
Primary Care collaborative to set-up a primary
care based mental health service. This will
reduce GP and practice workload by managing
some acute/on the day work. The service will
be modelled on one that is already running in
Felixstowe and North West Ipswich.
We are in the process of recruiting four Mental
Health Specialist Nurses. They will work as
a 51 week of the year ‘service’ rather than
being individual nurses based in each practice.
By operating as a team they will be able to
maximising the number of tasks that can be
completed without practice GP input.
The team will be working closely with the new
CCG commissioned mental health service which
is being piloted in Ipswich.
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Senior partner changes in member
practices
Each of our member practice’s Federation
shares are held in the name of senior partners.
David Pannell has recently asked practice
managers for any recent or impending changes
so we can update the register.

Feedback and comments
If you have any comments on this newsletter,
please email Jenny Dewey.
jenny.dewey@suffolkfed.org.uk
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